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Abstract 
The paper deals with an elliptic problem with coefficients discontinuous along a certain surface. An approximate 
method for solving this problem is constructed. It is based on extrapolation of solutions of problems which contain a 
small parameter in the boundary condition. For solving the latter problems an effective iterative method is proposed. 
An estimate of total error of the approximate solution of the problem is obtained. 
Key words: Elliptic problem; Discontinuous coefficients; Domain decomposition; Asymptotic expansion; Iterative 
method 
1. Introduction 
For solving problems with discontinuous coefficients homogeneous difference schemes are 
usually used. But the shortcoming of these schemes is the decrease of their accuracy in the 
neighbourhood of discontinuous surfaces. Therefore the treatment of discontinuities is one of 
the very important problems which are of interest to researchers. In [8] for an elliptic problem 
with discontinuous coefficients the domain decomposition method was employed. 
It should be noticed that at present this method has attracted great attention from specialists 
in the field of computational mathematics (see [4,6] and the references therein). The first 
international symposium on this method for partial differential equations was held in 1988 in 
the United States. 
In [8] an error estimate of order 0(1/N”) of the approximate solution was obtained, where 
N is the iteration number and (Y is the constant characterizing the smoothness of the given 
functions. 
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In this paper, using the method of extrapolation of solutions of problems containing a small 
parameter in the boundary condition, we construct the approximate solution of the problem 
considered in [8] with the convergence rate of geometric progression. This method was 
proposed in our earlier work [3] for solving the Dirichlet problem for biharmonic equations. 
Now we state the problem under consideration. 
Let R be a bounded domain of the space R” with Lipschitz boundary S, R, a strictly inner 
subdomain of 0 with Lipschitz boundary r. Denote by IZ the outward normal to r. Let 
n_=n\fi+. 
Consider the following boundary value problem: 
LU E i,El C& uij(x)E -a(x)u =f(x>y 
i I xal\r, 1 J (1) 
u(x) 2 6 > 0, 
[u]r= 0, (4 
all 
[ 1 - av r =o, z&=$x (3) 
Here [*lr denotes the jump of a function when passing through r, au */au + the conormal 
derivatives of u *, 
U’(X) =u(x), x EO*, 
zr* - 5 ~.+(X)~COS(fZ, xi)’ 
f i,j=l J 
Suppose that the functions aij(x), i, j = 1,. . . , m, a(x) are sufficiently smooth in a,, have a 
discontinuity on r and satisfy the ellipticity condition in 0 *. 
In the future, for the sake of simplicity in writing, we shall use the notations 
II f * II s = II f * II W(c!*), II g II s,r = II g II W(T), 
where HS(6! +>, H”(r) are Sobolev spaces (see [5]). _ 
2. Construction of an approximate solution 
According to the original problem (l)-(3) we consider the following problem: 
Lu, =f(x), x E a\r, 
au; 
E- + [z&= 0, 
au+ r 
au, i-1 au r =o, u,l.y=c#L 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Note that the way of introducing parameter E here essentially differs from that in [8]. 
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The original problem (l)-(3) is a particular case of the general problem, whose theory of 
existence, uniqueness and smoothness of solution was studied in [2,9]. Below we shall establish 
qualitative results for problem (4)-(6) and at the same time re-establish known ones for (l)-(3). 
2.1. Reduction of the problems to operator equations 
Consider the linear operator K defined as follows: 
K:g+ [W]r, 
where g is a function defined on r, w the solution of the problem 
Lw=O, x&2\r, (7) 
aW+ 
- =g, 
av + r 
aW i-1 av l- =o, wls=O. 
(8) 
(9) 
In [S] it was proved that K is positive, completely continuous in L,(T) and has a trivial 
kernel. Additionally assuming that aij(x> = ai,( i, j = 1,. . . , m, it is easy to show that the 
operator K is symmetric in L,(T). Moreover, from the theory of elliptic equations [5] it follows 
that K is a completely continuous mapping from H’(T) into H’+‘(T), t 2 0. More precisely, K 
is an isomorphism of spaces H’(T) and H’+‘(r) ( see [S]>. We now reduce problems (l)-(3) 
and (4)-(6) to equations with the operator K. 
For that purpose put 
au+ 
av+ r g* (10) 
Then for the solution of problem (l)-(3) we have the representation 
[u]r=Kg+&+% 
where A, B are certain linear operators. 
Indeed, we can set 
u=u,+Uf+U d’ 
where ug, uf, & u are solutions of the problems 
(11) 
(12) 
Lu, = 0, x Efl\T, gy=g, [gr=o, uJs=O, 
-+=f, XER\T, ~~r=o, [yr=o, uJs=O, 
Lu,=O, xEfl\r, gy=o, [?]==o, u,ls=4. 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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As was defined above, we have 
P%l,=Z@ 
From the problems (14) and (15) we see that u f, u+ linearly depend on f and 4 respectively. 
Hence, 
[u&.=Af, [u+].=% 
where A, B are certain linear operators. 
Using the obvious equality [ ulr = [ uglr + [ uflr + [u+], and (2), we obtain the equation 
&=F, (16) 
where 
F= -Af-IQ. (17) 
The smoothness of F depends on that of f and 4. Namely, using the theory of elliptic 
problems [5], it is easy to show that if f ‘EH~-“(O,), 4 EZZ”-~‘~(T), then F EH”-~‘~(T). 
Thus we reduced the original problem (l)-(3) to the operator equation (16) in the Hilbert 
space. 
Similarly, putting 
au: 
- = 
av, r 
&! 
E’ 
we reduce problem (4)-(6) to the equation 
(K+ l Z)gs = F, 
(18) 
(19) 
where Z is the identity operator. 
Theorem 1. Let f +E Hnp2(R +I, C#I E H”-“2(I?, n 2 2. Then, 
(i) equations (16) and (19) have unique solutions 
g EH”_3’2(T), g, E Hn-l’2(r); 
(ii) problems (l)-(3) and (4)-(6) have unique solutions u, u, such that U*E H”(R,), 
u’ E Hn(O J. 
Proof. Under the assumption of the theorem, as was noted above, we have F E Hn-1’2(r). 
Hence (16) has a unique solution g E H n-3/2(r) because K is an isomorphism of spaces 
Hne312(T) and Hn-1/2(r). 
Now we consider (19) in L2( Z). In this space we have (K + EZ)” = K + EZ > EZ. Therefore, 
the equation has a unique solution g, E L,(T). We shall show that g, E Hn-1’2(13. 
Indeed, from (19) it follows that 
g, = +&L)- 
Since g, E L,(Z) = Ho(r) we have Kg, E H’(r). Hence F - &, E Hfl(T), where t, = min(n - 
i, 1). It implies g, E H’l(T). Repeating the above argument k times, we arrive at the fact that 
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g, E Htk(r), where t, = min(n - $, k). Since K is an arbitrary natural number, we conclude 
that g E Hfl-r/*(r). Thus, the first assertion of the theorem is proved. 
The’second assertion of the theorem follows from the fact that u and u, are solutions of the 
equivalent problems 
Lu =f, xEn\r, gir=g, [Elr=o, uls=4, 
Lu, =f, xEn\r, $ir=gE, [g_=o, u,ls=4, 
where g, g, are the solutions of the equations (16)-(19), and from the theory of elliptic 
problems. •I 
2.2. Asymptotic expansion of the solution of problem (4)--(6) 
In the sequel we denote by C, C*, Ci, i = 1, 2,. . . , constants independent of E. 
Theorem 2. Let f +E H”-‘(J2 +>, C$ E Hn-‘/2(r), n > 3. Then for the solution of problem (4)-(6) 
there holds the asymptotic expansion 
N 
u, = c EilJi + EN+lW,, x~fl\r, O<N<n-3, (20) 
i=O 
where u0 = u is the solution of problem (l)-(3), ui are functions independent of E, Ui~ E H”-‘(0 +I, _ 
i=l ,...,N, we* EH~-~(~~) and 
II w,’ II 3/2 G c. (21) 
Proof. By Theorem 1 we have vO+ E Hn(fi +>. After substituting (20) into (4)-(6) and balancing 
coefficients of powers of E, we see that vi and w, satisfy the following problems: 
LVi = 0, x E .n\r, 
dVi+_, 
[vilr= -r 7 
+ r 
alli L-1 av r =O, uiIs=O, i=l,..., N, 
Lw,=O, xEa\r, 
aWe+ au; 
E- +[w&= -j/ 7 
av+ r + r 
awe 
i-1 av l- 
=o, w&=0. 
(22) 
(23) 
Using the results of [2,9] or by reducing to boundary operator equations as was done above, we 
successively obtain that problem (22) has unique solutions vi* E H”-“(0 +), i = 1,. . . , N. _ 
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Problem (23) may be reduced to the equation 
(K+Ez)h,=$, 
where 
awE+ 
h,=av , + r
(24) 
(25) 
Since v,$ E HnPN(O+), we have Cc, E H”- N-3/2(r). Using a similar argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we conclude that (24) has a unique solution h, E Hn-N-3/2(l?. 
Since w, satisfies the problem 
Lw,=O, XER\T, zir=h., [zlr=O, w, Is=O, 
we have (see [5]) 
II we+ II t G C, II h, II t-3/2,r. 
According to (24) we consider the equation 
Kh,=~. 
(26) 
Since K is an isomorphism of spaces H t-3/2(r) and H’-‘/*(r), this equation has a unique 
solution h, E HndNm5/*(r). However, we shall consider h, and h, as elements of L,(T). Then 
by Lemma 7 (in the Appendix) we have 
II h, II o,r G II h, II o,r, 
whence, and from (26) with t = 4, we obtain 
II WE+ II 3/2 < c, II 4, 11 o,r. 
Thus, estimate (21) is established with C = C, II ho II o,r. The theorem is proved. 0 
2.3. Construction of the approximate solution by extrapolation 
Put 
N+l 
UE = C YiUE/i7 
i=l 
where u,,~, i = 1,. . . , N + 1 are the solutions of problem (4)-(6) with parameter E/i, 
(-1) N+l-iiN+l 
yi= i!(N+l-l)! * 
(27) 
(28) 
We shall take UE to be an approximate solution of the original problem (l)--(3). 
Theorem 3. Let the assumption of Theorem 2 be satisfied. Then for the approximate solution UE 
we have the estimate 
II UE’- U + II 312 < C2EN+‘. (29) 
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Proof. For each u,,~, i = 1, . . . , N + 1, we write the expansion (20) and take its sum with 
weights yi. By Lemma 8 (in the Appendix) we have 
N+l yi 
UE - u =EN+’ c zW,,i. 
i=l ’ 
Using estimate (211, we get (291, where 
c 
2 
=cNil ,lYil 
i=l 
IN+1 ’ 
The theorem is proved. 0 
3. Iterative method for solving problem (4)-(6) 
In order to construct an iterative method for solving (4)-(61, we use the two-layer iterative 
scheme for the operator equation (19), to which the problem is reduced. The iterative process is 
defined as follows: 
glk + 1) _ g:k’ 
,+k+l) +@I+K)gzk)=F, k=O ,..., M-l, (30) 
g!O’ L L,(T), 
where (7ik+l)} is the Chebyshev collection of parameters [lo], defined by the formulas 
2 $8 2k-1 
r(O) = 
E $’ + ri2’ ’ 
r(k) = ’ 
t 
@tfk + ’ ’ tk = cos2M=’ 
l-5, 
p 
@, = 1 + 5, ’ 
5,=yo’ yE(l)=e, y:*‘=E+ IIKII. 
E 
According to the general theory of two-layer iterative schemes [lo], we have 
II gCk) - g II E E o,j- G qc,,,J ll &?:O’ -g, 11 o,i-, 
where g, is the exact solution of (191, 
(31) 
(32) 
2(e!‘))M 
4 
t,M = 1 + (ey)*M ’ 
(1) _ l - JE 
eE - 1 + E * 
In the case of the simple iteration ~-2~) = Q-E(‘), k = 1, 2,. . . , instead of (32), we get 
II glk’ -g, II 0,r G (e,)” II s!“’ -g, II 0,f. (33) 
Remark 4. The above results on the convergence of the iterative scheme (30) are obtained only 
in the case of operator K being symmetric (i.e., when ajj(x> = aj,(~)). This is the assumption 
which ensures the existence of an orthonormal basis of L,(T), consisting of the eigenfunctions 
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of K in [8, proof of Lemma 21; consequently the main result of that paper is obtained, although 
this assumption was not mentioned there. 
In the case of the operator K not being symmetric, it is possible to choose iterative 
parameters o that the iterative process (30) converges and there holds an estimate of the type 
(33) (see [lo]>. However, in this case we do not know whether or not Theorem 2 on asymptotic 
expansions remains valid. 
The iterative process (301 can be realized by the following algorithm. 
(1) Give a starting approximation gl”’ E L,(T). 
(2) Knowing gik’, k = 0,. . . , A4 - 1, solve the problem 
This problem is split into two Neumann problems in subdomains a+ and a_. 
(3) Compute [u(~)]~ and Sck) = [zJk)], + egck). 
(4) Compute th: new appr>xima&n ’ 
g!k+U cglk’ _ r~k+l$j!k)+ 
Now we obtain the error estimate of the approximate solution uLk). Put ~6~) =uLk) - u,. We see 
that 22”) satisfies the boundary value problem 
L=(k) = 0 
at(k)+ adk) 
E 9 
xa2\r, E = 
av+ r glk’-&, E [ 1 
= 0 Z(k) 1 s = 0 
au/E * 
Therefore, we have 
11 Zzk’ II 3/2 < c3 II glk’ -if, II OJ-. 
From this estimate and (33) we get 
II u $k’* -u” 113,2= IIZ:k)+ ~~3,2~C3(@,)k~~9~0’-gt~~o,1., k=1,2,... . 
If in (30) we take g!“) = g(O) E L,(r), then we have 
II gIO’ - g, II 0,r = II g(O) -g, II 0,r < II ‘ET(O) II 0,r + II g, II 0,r. 
By virtue of Lemma 7 (in the Appendix) we have 
(34) 
(35) 
II g, II 0,r G II g II o,r, 
where g is the solution of the equation Kg = F. Hence from (35) it follows that 
IIg’“‘-g IIorGC c c 2 4, (36) 
where Cd = II g(O) II o I- + II g II or. 
Finally from (34) and (36) we obtain 
II u ik)* -u” II~,~<C~(Q~)~, k=l, 2 ,,.., 
where C, = C,C, and Q, is defined by (31). 
(37) 
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4. Conclusion 
In order to obtain an approximate solution of the original problem (l)-(3) with the given 
accuracy E * we suggest he following algorithm. 
(i) Choose E such that 
EN+1 = g+ 
9 (38) 
where N is defined in Theorem 2. 
(ii) For i = 1, . . ., N + 1 solve problem (4)-(6) with parameter e/i by the algorithm de- 
scribed in Section 3. The process will be finished if after ki iterations there holds 
(@,,Jk < E*. (39) 
As a real approximate solution of problem (l)-(3) we take 
N+l 
2YE = c yp$;‘. 
i=l 
Then we have the error estimate 
II%E’-U+113,2<CgE*, 
where C, is a constant independent of E*. Indeed, we have 
(40) 
N+l N+l 
= (1 c yiu$i - u’+ c y,(uy -u&J II 3,2 
i=l i=l 
N+l 
< lluE’-U+II 3I2 + C I yi I II (ui?!’ - uE+/i) ll 3/2 
i=l 
in 
Ntl 
< CZEN+l + c, c I Yi I (@~,iY’> 
i=l 
view of (30) and (37). 
Using (38) and (391, we get (40) with 
Nil 
c,=c,+c, c IYil. 
i=l 
Obviously, C, does not depend on E*. 
Remark 5. It is possible to set problem (l)-(3) for the case when the surface r divides the 
domain 0 into two parts 0, and a_, which have common boundary parts S, and S_ with L?, 
S=S+US_. 
Then the boundary condition on the interface S may be 
(i> au/av I s = $, 
(ii> u I s = 4. 
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In case (ii) the assumption a(x) 2 S > 0 is not necessary. 
The operator analogous to K was studied in [l] and is called the Poincare-Steklov operator. 
Remark 6. Our algorithm for solving elliptic problems with discontinuous coefficients is 
optimally carried out on parallel computers. 
Appendix 
Lemma 7. Suppose the A is a linear, symmetric, positive and completely continuous operator in 
the Hilbert space H with the scalar product (*, - >. Let f E R(A), E > 0 and let u,, u0 be the 
solutions of the equations 
EU, +Au, =f, (41) 
Au,=f. (42) 
Then the following estimate holds: 
IIu,II G Ilugll. (43) 
Proof. By virtue of the properties of the operator A there exists an orthonormal basis 
e,, e2 ,..., e, ,... consisting of the eigenvectors of A. 
Let A,>A,a *a* aA,> a** > 0 be the corresponding eigenvalues of A, i.e., Ae, = h,e,, 
n=l,2 ,. . . . Let 
f= Ff,e,, m 
cc 
u, = C ar)e,, u0 = C a(,o)e,. 
n=l iZ=l n=l 
Then from equations (41) and (42) it follows that 
a(E) = f, f 
n 
a(o) = r ) 
E+A,’ n A,, 
n=1,2,... . 
Hence, 
I1 u, II 2 = e I a’,‘) I 2 = g 
Ifn I2 < 5 IfJ’_ 
n=l (E +A,)2 n=l A; 
2 I @I 2 = II u. II 2, 
n=l n=l 
because E > 0, A, > 0, n = 1, 2,. . . . 
The lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 8 (see [7, Appendix]). If yi, i = 1,. . . , N + 1, are defined by (281, then 
Nil N+l 1 
c yiil=O, I=1 ,..., N. 
i=l 
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